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Wes' Denial: Tease And Denial Book
Two

Wes has spent his life looking for that one special guy who will understand and love himâ€”all of him.
From his tender vanilla side, to his darker debauched side.Throughout high school, his successful
career in the Marines, and as a BDSM Dom, heâ€™s remained confident his partner is out there
waiting to be found.However, several events shake his normally unflappable selfâ€“assurance.And,
even after he finds Grif, will his past catch up with him and possibly drive his soul mate away?
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The Tease and Denial series is one that has taken me on an extremely fulfilling journey. Grifâ€™s
Toy showed us in beautiful, sexy and sometimes painful detail, what made Grif the man he became
when he met Wes and how their relationship was formed. Likewise, Wesâ€™ Denial does the same
thing, but obviously, this is the story of Wesâ€™ development, showing his life before and after
Grif.Again, Mr. Tonlet takes us back to show us various events throughout Wesâ€™ life that help to
shine a little more light on his kinks and how Wes became the man and â€œdomâ€• he is with Grif.
These arenâ€™t just flashbacks for the sake of telling a story though. They are pivotal times in his

life, good and bad, that show just how deep a character he is. From his time in the military to his
training under another master dom, they are all pieces that fall into place during the current time in
the story. Wes carries with him a major load of guilt and shame from past events, along with the
guilt he has feeling as though he is hiding a part of himself from Grif, a part he believes will surely
make Grif walk away.It is also through these events that we meet some other wonderful characters
that left me longing for more of their story. Thomas and Henrik are two of those pretty amazing
characters. Thomas is the master dom Wesâ€™ turns to, and Henrik is his sub. Their segment
contains some of the most beautiful scenes Iâ€™ve read. I absolutely fell in love with Henrik and
really hope to learn more about him. In the current time, we meet new friends, Quinn and Gage,
who live a similar life to that of Wes and Grif. Again, we are given snippets of their backstory, but
just enough to make you hungry for more details.There are some characters we already know (and
love) that it was great to see again.

5*****StarsBook: Wesâ€™ DenialSeries: Tease-Denial Book 2Author: Joseph Lance
TonletPublisher: Joseph lance TonletGenre: RomanceRated: Mature BDSMI am always excited to
have a dry spell (pardon the pun) as a review chair. Sometimes it is slow enough that I get to
choose books and get to read new to me authors. My friend and reviewer/blogger Lisa Arbitrary
mentioned this series and hmmmm I did have the timeâ€¦â€¦..Before I begin I must mention, this story
is not just an M/M Romance. It may not be for all readers. To explain though, our author has written
an epic love story spanning the lives of Marcus and Wes from their beginnings. We learned in each
book about them, and what made them who they were exactly when they met. Then we watched
them grow even closer in this second book Wesâ€™s Denial; when Wes finally shared his needs.
Slowly before our eyes two became became oneâ€¦. with trust, and love. They were perfect for each
other and this awesome author took us there step by step.We followed Grifâ€™s life in Grifâ€™s Toy
when Marcus learned quite suddenly at a young age he had a body to be ridiculed. This humiliation
would follow him forever. We learned in Wesâ€™ Denial about Wesâ€™ life, and how the flashbacks
we follow have also formed who Wes is. Chocolate, Vanilla and in between were their sweet
acceptance of each other, a need for the two of them to fulfill.Joseph Lance Tonlet, I feel privileged
to have read your two books. I did it bleary eyed over this weekend because I couldnâ€™t put both
down. You are a master of words, writing a symphony, music of a journey you have taken us on.
This is one I would nott have missed for the world.I must say the Epilogue just about did me in. No
Spoilersâ€¦..
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